The fundamental problems in duplicating and transmitting genetic information posed by the geometric and topological features of DNA, combined with its large size, are qualitatively similar for prokaryotic and eukaryotic chromosomes. The evolutionary solutions to these problems reveal common themes. However, depending on differences in their organization, ploidy, and copy number, chromosomes and plasmids display distinct segregation strategies as well. In bacteria, chromosome duplication, likely mediated by a stationary replication factory, is accompanied by rapid, directed migration of the daughter duplexes with assistance from DNA-compacting and perhaps translocating proteins. The segregation of unit-copy or lowcopy bacterial plasmids is also regulated spatially and temporally by their respective partitioning systems. Eukaryotic chromosomes utilize variations of a basic pairing and unpairing mechanism for faithful segregation during mitosis and meiosis. Rather surprisingly, the yeast plasmid 2-micron circle also resorts to a similar scheme for equal partitioning during mitosis. 
INTRODUCTION
The faithful duplication and transmission of genetic information to daughter cells is a fundamental attribute of life. Yet, the process is fraught with spatial, topological, mechanical, and mechanistic challenges. Genomes present in multiple copies, i.e., certain bacterial plasmids, for example, can propagate stably by random segregation. They may maintain their steady-state copy number by appropriate replication control. Single-copy (or low-copy) genomes such as bacterial chromosomes and certain bacterial plasmids have to utilize active partitioning mechanisms to prevent missegregation. The task of faithful genome segregation is further magnified in bacteria and viruses with segmented genomes and in haploid eukaryotes. Diploid eukaryotes have the additional task, during mitosis, of guarding against a daughter cell receiving a pair of sister chromatids instead of a pair of chromosome homologues. Conversely, during meiosis, they must hold chromosome sisters together, segregate homologues during the first division, and subsequently segregate sisters during the second division.
In this review, our goal is to summarize the logic of evolutionary solutions to some of the problems outlined above. We rely primarily on Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (the budding yeast) as model systems to illustrate general principles and unifying themes. Occasionally, we turn to other systems as well, especially when they harbor specialized mechanisms. Supplemental movies of plasmid and chromosome segregation and protein oscillations related to bacterial cell division are available. (Follow the Supplemental Material link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.annualreviews.org.)
CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION IN BACTERIA
The once held view that the bacterial nucleoid is an amorphous entity, perhaps the "last refuge of entropy," is no longer valid (1) . The emerging picture reveals the nucleoid as a well-organized moiety within which chromosome replication and partitioning are carried out with remarkable spatial and temporal regulation. Some of the essential ingredients for accomplishing this feat are (a) the localization of replication to one or a small number of fixed sites, (b) the force from replication that directs daughter chromosomes away from each other, (c) the condensation of replicated regions of the chromosome at defined cell positions, and (d) the action of localized molecular machines to insure chromosome separation and movement away from the division septum.
Orientation and Dynamics of the Bacterial Nucleoid
The bacterial nucleoid has a finite orientation, with well-defined cellular locations for oriC: replication origin of bacterial chromosome terC: replication terminus of bacterial chromosome the replication origin and terminus (2, 3) . Under slow-growth conditions, the origin (oriC) and terminus (terC) of the circular chromosome in a newborn E. coli cell are located at the nucleoid borders proximal to the old and new cell poles, respectively (4) . They migrate to the mid-cell region, as if in preparation for the start of bidirectional DNA replication (Figure 1a ) (5, 6) . The duplicated oriCs move away from each other toward opposite poles. After completion of replication, chromosome segregation and cell division, the termini will be situated close to the new poles. Under fastgrowth conditions, when the generation time is equal to or less than the replication time, the E. coli cell responds by increasing the frequency of oriC firing. Chromosome dynamics are also adjusted accordingly (Figure 1b) . When cells divide every 20 min, a newborn will contain four oriCs. Of these, the two localized near the poles continue to more or less hold their position during cell growth. The other two move toward each other as replication proceeds and reach the mid-zone in the predivision cell. At this stage, the duplicated termini occupy the one-fourth and three-fourths positions or the mid-zones of the would-be daughter cells. After division, the choreography of coordinated replication and DNA movement repeats itself.
The Driving Force for DNA Segregation: A Replication Factory?
What provides the motive force for the directed chromosome movement? The earlier notion that the duplicated DNA molecules are attached to the membrane and move passively as the cell elongates (7) has been largely discounted by contrary evidence. The measured rate of chromosome movement in Bacillus subtilis, for example, is much faster than that of cell elongation: 0.17 μm min −1 versus 0.011 to 0.025 μm min −1 (8) . In principle, an abundant and powerful cellular motor such as RNA polymerase could drive DNA translocation, provided the transcription machinery is constrained within the cell. Dynamics of chromosome replication in E. coli. The movements of the replication origin (green) and terminus (red ) in slow-(a) and fast-(b) growing E. coli cells are schematically shown. The squares (purple) indicate the replication factories. In the "extrusion and capture" model for chromosome segregation (c), the nascent duplexes emerging from the replication factory are ejected in opposite directions. The origins are captured near cell poles, and the rest of the DNA is condensed into the nucleoid. The diagram is adapted from Draper & Gober (5) with permission.
Consistent with this idea, an inhibitor of RNA polymerase prevents the separation of newly replicated duplex regions near the replication origin in B. subtilis (9) . The biased orientation of transcription units away from the origin can impart the proper directionality to the segregation force.
Using similar reasoning, chromosome segregation may be promoted by physically constraining the replication machinery itself. A stationary replisome (also called a replication factory) located at the mid-cell position may function as a DNA pump, ingesting the parental duplex and extruding the daughter duplexes (Figure 1c) . In the "extrusioncapture" model (10) , the spooling effect produced by the replisome pushes the newly replicated molecules away from each other to be captured and positioned by an anchoring mechanism (Figure 1c ). This positional information may be provided by the replication origin itself or sequences in its proximity in conjunction with a cognate protein or proteins. The pushing force generated by the replisome may be complemented and reinforced by the pulling force provided by proteins that condense DNA (discussed below). However, further assistance from a motor protein such as FtsK of E. coli (11, 12 ) is required to dispatch the nascent DNA emerging from the replisome toward the cell pole before it collapses into a random coil.
B. subtilis sporulation provides another example of active DNA transfer in a vectorial fashion. The RacA protein, which binds to short repeated sequences within a centromere-like region spanning the origin, is responsible for capturing sister chromosomes and anchoring them to opposite ends of the cell (13) . During asymmetric patterning into a large mother cell and a smaller prespore cell, the sporulation septum traps only about 30% of the chromosome, spanning the origin and centromere, in the latter compartment (14, 15) . The rest is pumped into the prespore by the SpoIIIE motor protein, a Maxwell's demon acting at the septum. The ATPase activity of SpoIIIE, stimulated by double-stranded DNA, permits it to track along DNA (or to translocate DNA if the protein is stationary) (16) . SpoIIIE is synthesized during vegetative phase as well and appears to enhance the fidelity of chromosome segregation by sweeping away any DNA trapped at the site of septum closure.
Cellular Addresses for Chromosomal Loci
Perhaps the most striking case of replicationcoupled and ordered distribution of nascent duplexes in "future" daughter cells came from a sophisticated analysis carried out recently in Caulobacter crescentus by Viollier et al. (17) . Among a set of 112 chromosomal loci examined by fluorescence tagging, each one had a specific subcellular address, and all were arrayed in a linear order along the long axis of the cell. Genes closest to the origin localized near the origin-proximal cell pole, those farthest from it localized to the terminus-proximal cell pole, and the rest lined up in between in a follow-the-leader fashion (Figure 2) . Furthermore, time-lapse microscopy revealed that, as the origin and a set of 10 selected loci in the origin-proximal half of the chromosome were duplicated, the nascent DNA segments corresponding to each of them moved in a chronological order to their final destinations. Because replication was bidirectional, chromosome order in a resting cell and chromosome dynamics in a dividing cell were directly correlated to the temporal order in which each locus was duplicated. The spatial specification of loci likely reflected an intrinsic structure of the chromosome itself (1) or, perhaps, one conferred on it by an underlying subcellular foundation.
The organizational unit of bacterial chromosomes, the topological domain, is likely of the order of 10 kbp (18, 19) . Given the resolution limit of the Viollier et al. (17) assays, the colinearity of loci in Caulobacter may be less perfect than meets the eye; deviations from linearity within domains would not have been Cohesion: the pairing of sister chromatids by the cohesin complex revealed (1) . Nevertheless, the almost obsessive neatness with which the Caulobacter cell lays down its DNA (which is a thousand times longer than itself) suggests strong evolutionary selection for this pattern of genome organization. Perhaps this arrangement is important not only for ordered replication but also for spatial and temporal control of gene expression. Let entropy find its last refuge elsewhere; certainly, not in the nucleoid!
Do Nascent Duplexes Stay Associated During Replication?
Whether sister duplexes part their ways immediately or stay together for a while during bacterial chromosome replication has been an issue of debate. The notion of cohesion came about with the observations of Sunako et al. (20) on the segregation timings of the origin, the terminus, and several loci in between,
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Cohesin: the multiprotein complex that mediates chromosome pairing marked by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). In synchronously replicating E. coli chromosomes, sister copies of loci in the oriCproximal half of the chromosome appear to stay together until late in replication and separate from each other at about the same time as those of loci near the terminus. The process is reminiscent of cohesion of sister chromatids followed by their separation in eukaryotes. Obviously, this segregation pattern challenges the idea of a stationary replication factory and the mechanism of DNA extrusion and capture. A subsequent experiment combining flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy seems to indicate that little time elapses before duplicated copies of the original, marked by green fluorescent protein, separate from each other (21) , thus apparently contradicting the cohesion model.
Bates & Kleckner (22) revisited the cohesion problem using a novel and highly efficient method for cell synchronization. They found that the oriC and terC sequences behave as functionally independent domains from the rest of the E. coli chromosome with respect to segregation. The replicated oriC sequences did not immediately separate. Furthermore, even after the oriCs split, other sister loci remained colocalized (cohesed) until a large portion of the chromosome had been replicated. They then separated in a coordinated single-step event, presumably triggered by a concerted loss of cohesion, and moved apart to form a bi-lobed nucleoid. This en masse separation led to a reorganization of oriC and terC sequences. The net result of these dynamics was to establish the ori-out/ter-in conformation that signified the twofold symmetry of chromosome segregation (Figure 3 ; also Figure 1) .
Because E. coli does not possess a molecular equivalent of the eukaryotic cohesin complex to hold sisters together, the pairing is likely mediated through catenane links. Although the sister cohesion mode of segregation does not absolutely exclude a stationary replication factory, the data from Bates & Kleckner (22) argue against a long-lived factory. Cohesion between sister duplexes during chromosome replication and segregation in E. coli. In this highly schematized representation of the nucleoid, replication origin (green circles) and the terminus (red circles) are shown. Duplicated and unduplicated portions of the chromosome are colored blue and red, respectively. The sequential steps in chromosome segregation involve splitting of the paired origins, subsequent unpairing of sisters, and reorientation of replicated and unreplicated regions of the chromosome (22) .
CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION IN EUKARYOTES
The principles that govern the mechanics of chromosome segregation in eukaryotes and prokaryotes are quite different. The primary infrastructure for moving eukaryotic chromosomes is the tubulin-based cytoskeletal apparatus, the spindle. Attachment of individual chromosomes to the spindle is mediated by microtubules connected to the kinetochore, an elaborate protein assembly organized at the centromere (23) . A multisubunit protein complex called cohesin holds replicated sister chromatids together, so that their kinetochores can be attached to the spindle in the opposite orientations during mitotic chromosome segregation (24, 25) . Furthermore, a surveillance mechanism ensures that wrong connections are undone and indeed corrected (26, 27) . (The spindle-kinetochore attachments are managed quite differently during meiosis.) To avoid the entanglement and self-guillotining of segregating chromosomes, catenane linkages resulting from replication are resolved by topoisomerase II (28) , and each chromatid is kept away from its sister by DNA condensation promoted by the condensin complex (29) . Finally, the disassembly of cohesin by proteolytic cleavage of one of its subunits causes chromosome sisters to separate and be pulled away toward opposite cell poles (30) .
Remembering Replication and Counting Chromosomes
The pairing of sister chromatids by the cohesin complex serves several useful purposes during eukaryotic chromosome segregation. It provides the cell with a memory of replication events. It permits a pair of sister chromatids to be distinguished from the corresponding pair of homologue sisters. And it is an efficient mechanism for counting the products of replication in a binary fashion. The time interval between the duplication (S) and segregation (M) phases of the eukaryotic cell cycle offers the opportunity for checkpoint mechanisms to postpone the commitment to chromosome segregation until DNA damages have been repaired, replication events completed, and spindle integrity and bi-oriented spindle attachment of sister chromosomes verified (Figure 4) . These checkpoints either block entry into mitosis by stopping S-phase progression, arresting cells in G2, or prevent the onset of anaphase by arresting them in metaphase (31) (32) (33) . The logic underlying the complex events of eukaryotic mitosis is simple, yet highly effective: Keep the sister duplexes formed by replication together and give the cell enough time to complete quality control tests before they are allowed to split asunder. A general analogy, albeit a bit contrived, is made to the solution devised by two blind shoppers who realize that the socks they purchased have all been placed in one shopping bag (34) . (Of course, by a curious and convenient coincidence, the number of pairs and the different colors they bought happen to be identical, so the bag contains two pairs of a given color.) Using a pair of scissors, they cut the label holding together each pair, and distribute the individual socks into two separate bags. At the end, each man's bag would contain a full set of socks and no mismatched ones. Indeed, the pairing and unpairing strategy greatly simplifies the equal segregation challenge.
Molecular Basis for Chromosome Cohesion
The cohesin complex in the budding yeast is composed of four primary subunits: Smc1p, Smc3p, Scc1p/Mcd1p, and Scc3p ( Figure 5 ). In addition, a fifth protein, Pds5p, may associate with the complex after its assembly on chromosomes and is required only for the maintenance of sister chromatid cohesion (34) . The Smc subunits belong to the SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) family of proteins that are conserved in bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes and that play important roles in chromosome condensation, cohesion, and repair (35, 36) . The functional equivalents of the non-Smc subunits of cohesin are distributed throughout eukaryotes. Mitotic and meiotic cohesins may differ in their non-Smc components. For example, the meiosis-specific counterpart of Scc1p in S. cerevisiae is Rec8p; the corresponding mitotic and meiotic proteins in Schizosaccharomyces pombe are Rad21p and Rec8p, respectively. In mammals, there exists a meiotic version of Smc1 termed Smc1-beta. Cell cycle checkpoints and mitotic chromosome segregation in S. cerevisiae. Chromosomes duplicated during S phase are paired with their sisters by the cohesin complex and remain so until the disassembly of cohesin during anaphase. Sister kinetochores are attached to the spindle in a bipolar fashion. Following cohesin disassembly, the pulling force exerted by the microtubules dispatches the separated sisters toward opposite cell poles. Checkpoints operating during the cell cycle along with the responsible protein factors are indicated (RFC, replication factor C). The S, G2, and M checkpoints take advantage of the interval between chromosome duplication and anaphase to ensure that replication is complete, DNA damages are repaired, the spindle is functional, and sister chromatids are bi-oriented before permitting chromosome segregation to proceed.
The Smc1 and Smc3 proteins are intramolecularly folded through their long coiled-coil arms via a hinge region to form V shaped molecules (Figure 5) , thus bringing their N-and C-terminal globular domains into juxtaposition (37) . As a result, the Walker A motif from the N-terminal domain and the Walker B motif from the C-terminal domain are united to form an ATP-binding domain, which is structurally related to the nucleotidebinding domain of the ABC (ATP-binding cassette) family of proteins (38) . The Scc1 and Scc3 subunits are likely associated with the globular heads and may form a closed protein ring (39) . It is possible that sister chromatids are held captive topologically within this ring (24) . Consistent with this topological restraining mechanism, release of sisterto-sister cohesion can be effected not only by the cleavage of Scc1 (as is the norm during the cell cycle) but also by artificial cleavage of the coiled-coil region of Smc3p (40) . Although the notion of sister chromatids being held together within the embrace of the cohesin ring is quite appealing, the proof for it is not absolute.
Centromeres are strong cohesin-binding sites, with additional sites distributed at approximately 10 kb intervals along the budding yeast chromosomes (41) . Yeast kinetochores serve as enhancers to promote cohesion assembly at pericentric regions that cover tens Architecture of the cohesin, condensin, and related complexes. The general structures of cohesin, condensin, and related complexes (Drosophila dosage compensation and bacterial SMC complexes) are schematically shown. Their common V-shaped backbone is provided by the hinge and coiled-coil regions of the SMC proteins, whose globular head domains associate with regulatory subunits. In the metazoan condensins, the condensin-associated proteins are CAP-H (or H2), CAP-G (or G2), and CAP-D2 (or D3).
of kilobases (42) . Chromosomal cohesin loading is dependent on a separate complex consisting of the Scc2 and Scc4 proteins (43) . The establishment of cohesion, but not its maintenance, is dependent on the Ctf7 protein (44) . Although the cohesin complex may associate with chromosomal loci in late G1 phase, cohesion appears to occur concomitantly with the passage of replication forks. An advancing fork is believed to pause at a cohesin-binding site and exchange the resident polymerase with polymerase σ as a prerequisite for establishment of cohesion (45) . This step appears to require participation of the processivity clamp proliferating cell nuclear antigen and an alternate form of the clamp loader replication factor C. Cohesin loaded at chromosomal sites may translocate to more permanent locations that represent sites of convergent transcription (46) . This unexpected flexibility is suggestive of a protein ring that can slide along DNA when pushed by a protein machine.
In the budding yeast, once cohesion between sister chromatids has been established, it lasts until the onset of anaphase when the cysteine protease Esp1 (separase), released from its sequestered state in association with securin, cleaves Scc1p at two target sites (47) . The timely cleavage of Scc1p is controlled, at least in part, through its phosphorylation by the polo-like kinase Cdc5p (48) . This straightforward "cut and separate" mechanism may be an oversimplified picture. Additional regulatory steps must operate because deletion of the securin gene (pds1 ), together with Multiple functions of separase. In addition to cleaving the Scc1p/Mcd1p subunit of the cohesin complex (and Slk19p of the FEAR complex), separase is involved in a number of steps that ensure the orderly progression of M phase and the exit from mitosis. Nearly all of these functions are mediated through the Cdc14 phosphatase.
overexpression of Cdc5p, does not advance the timing of Scc1p cleavage significantly. In Xenopus egg extracts, separase is phosphorylated by the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk1; a dephosphorylation step, in addition to the destruction of securin, is likely required for separase activation (49) . Unlike the budding yeast, higher eukaryotes remove cohesin in two distinct waves (50, 51) . The first occurs during prophase and causes the dissociation of cohesin bound to chromosome arms. The process is independent of protease cleavage but is dependent on phosphorylation by the polo and aurora kinases. The second occurs in anaphase and primarily removes centromerebound cohesin by proteolysis. Perhaps protective molecule(s) present at the centromere can locally block the action of the prophase pathway.
Separase: Not Just a Protease
Separase function in chromosome segregation goes beyond its proteolytic role in the cleavage of Scc1p (Figure 6 ). In a proteaseindependent manner, separase functions as part of the FEAR (fourteen early anaphase release) network to release Cdc14 phosphatase from the nucleolus, where it is anchored by Net1p (52) . Although chromosome segregation at a global level can be achieved by cohesin disassembly alone, repeated DNA in budding yeast (rDNA and telomeres) fail to segregate when the FEAR pathway and release of Cdc14p are blocked (53, 54) . This cohesin-independent cohesion of rDNA is resolved in a step (which requires condensin) that probably does not involve DNA compaction per se. Although this last-to-be-broken bonding between sisters is likely mediated by catenane links, and they are disjoined by topo II (54), the issue is as yet unsettled (53) . In addition to facilitating the "last act" of sister chromatid segregation, separase contributes toward stabilizing and orienting the spindle, and it helps set the stage for exit from mitosis by counteracting Cdk1p activity in multiple ways (54) (55) (56) (Figure 6 ).
Pairing and Unpairing During Meiosis
The basic mechanism of pairing and unpairing has to be suitably modified spatially and Chromosome pairing and unpairing in meiosis. During meiosis I, sisters become paired by cohesin, and DNA exchange between homologues takes place. Unlike in mitosis, sister kinetochores attach to the spindle in monopolar fashion; attachment of the homologue kinetochores is bipolar. Following resolution of crossovers and cohesin disassembly along the arms (but not at centromeres), the homologues segregate. During meiosis II, sister kinetochores bi-orient on the spindle, and cohesin removal at the centromeres triggers their segregation.
temporally to meet the demands of meiotic chromosome segregation. In order to produce haploid gametes, the meiotic cell must perform two rounds of segregation following a single round of chromosome duplication ( Figure 7) . During meiosis I, sisters must stay together, and homologues that have undergone recombination events must segregate. This is accomplished by preserving kinetochore cohesion between sisters and ensuring their monopolar (syntellic) attachment to the spindle. Arm cohesion, by contrast, is destroyed coincidently with the resolution of crossovers or chiasmata. In budding yeast, Spo13p, a meiosis-specific centromereassociated protein, facilitates the recruitment of the monopolin complex, consisting of monopolin (Mam1p) and the nucleolar proteins Csm1p and Lrs4p, that is essential for monopolar attachment and segregation of homologues (57, 58) . During meiosis II, the rules of mitosis, bi-orientation of sister kinetochores and dissolution of kinetochore cohesion, come into play to segregate sisters.
Because the same enzyme, separase, appears to be responsible for cohesin cleavage during meiosis I and meiosis II in worms, yeasts, and mice (59) (60) (61) (62) , an important question is how the differentiation between centromere cohesion and arm cohesion is accomplished in the two cases. In principle, the existence of a meiosis I-specific protector of centromeric cohesin could take care of the problem. The search for the protector in the fission yeast has identified shugoshin (Sgo1p), guardian angel in Japanese, which localizes to the centromere in a Bub1 kinase-dependent manner and shields cohesin's Rec8p from cleavage by separase (63, 64) . In the absence of Sgo1p, centromeric cohesion cannot be sustained during meiosis I, and sister chromosomes segregate randomly. The Sgo1p of the budding yeast is not only required for proper meiosis I, but also plays a role in sister chromatid segregation during meiosis II (and mitosis as well) (65 (63) . Sgo2p is also expressed during both meiotic divisions, and sgo2 mutants display high incidence of precocious equational division (segregation of sisters). Perhaps Sgo2p contributes to monopolar orientation as well as protection of centromeric cohesion during meiosis I. How does it then function during meiosis II (and mitosis), during which segregation demands bipolar orientation and loss of centromeric cohesion? The activity of Sgo2p may be regulated differentially to perform different roles under the two distinct contexts. The same argument may apply to Sgo1p in budding yeast, which does not have the Sgo2p counterpart and acts during mitosis, mieosis I, and meiosis II. Shugoshins have been identified in fungi, plants, flies, and vertebrates (63, 64) by virtue of conserved architectural motifs-an N-terminal putative coiled-coil, a central region rich in charged and hydroxylated residues, and a C-terminal basic motif-rather than by high amino acid sequence conservation. Perhaps these proteins have evolved by convergence or have coopted similar peptide modules to perform mitotic and meiotic functions in their specific biological contexts. It will not be surprising if, in vertebrate mitosis, a shugoshin-like protein mediates the retention of cohesin at centromeres during the prophase removal of armbound cohesin.
CONDENSINS AND CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION
The condensin complex is architecturally quite similar to the cohesin complex ( Figure 5) but plays a very different role in chromosome segregation. Two Smc proteins, Smc2p and Smc4p in the budding yeast, bent at their hinge regions provide the V-shaped structural frame of condensin. The coiled-coil arms of the V end in twin-lobed globular ATPase heads, with which additional subunits interact to perhaps form a protein ring, are analogous to how ring closure has been proposed to take place for the cohesin complex (29, 66) . Vertebrate cells have two condensin complexes, each with a distinct set of regulatory subunits. Condensin II acts during prophase, in the early step of chromosome compaction. Condensin I engages a chromosome after breakdown of the nuclear envelope and cooperates with condensin II to organize highly condensed and fully resolved metaphase chromosomes. By contrast, there is only one condensin complex, corresponding to condensin I, in the budding yeast. The relatively small sizes of individual yeast chromosomes as well as the lack of nuclear membrane breakdown during fungal mitosis may account for this evolutionary parsimony. However, the correlation between genome size and the presence or absence of condensin II is not perfect. For example, all condensin II genes are present in the unicellular red algae Cyanidioschyzon merolae, whose genome size is comparable to that of the budding yeast (29) . Although condensin I is conserved from yeast to humans, the nematodes Caenorhabditis elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae are exceptions to this rule. Perhaps their holocentric chromosome structure, with multiple centromeres arrayed along the entire length of chromosomes, may override the requirement for condensin I (67) . Or, these nematodes may have adapted and retooled a primordial condensin I to perform dosage compensation that equalizes the expression of X-linked genes in the two sexes (68) . Despite the similarity in their subunit composition, condensin and cohesin display distinct arm conformations with characteristic hinge angles when examined by electron microscopy (39) . This structural difference may be important in their functional specializations.
Although the spatial and temporal controls of condensin action during the cell cycle may differ widely among organisms from the budding yeast to vertebrates, they are nevertheless directed toward the common goal of organizing and maintaining metaphase chromosome architecture that is conducive for unimpeded segregation. Condensation of the rDNA array in the budding yeast can be divided into two distinct cell cycle-regulated pathways (69) . The first one spanning G2 to M is a multistep process in which an early "random coil" state of condensation matures by "alignment" and "resolution" into a high-order state of condensation in a cohesin-dependent manner (Figure 8) . It has been suggested that cohesin bound at its cognate sites along a chromosome may provide boundary marks or anchoring points that assist condensin to assemble a uniform array of condensed DNA domains. The second one is a postmetaphase process that is independent of cohesin but requires the Ipl1 (aurora) kinase, one of whose targets is the condensin subunit Ycg1 (69) . The reason for orchestrating chromosome condensation in two separate steps is not immediately obvious. Perhaps the second phase of condensation, after cohesin has already been disassembled from chromosomes, may provide an additional safeguard against sister chromatid bridging and/or the trapping of chromosome laggards in the plane of cytokinesis.
Condensin's chromosome compacting role is central to chromosome segregation during meiosis as well. In the budding yeast, condensin subunits localize along the axial core of pachytene chromosomes (70) . In condensin mutants, Zip1p, a component of the central element, is improperly localized, leading to defective assembly of the synaptonemal complex. Furthermore, lack of condensin function adversely affects the processing of meiotic double-strand breaks, pairing of homologues, resolution of recombination-mediated homologue linkages during meiosis I, and segregation of sister chromatids during meiosis II. The requirement for condensin during meiosis I and II has been demonstrated in Arabidopsis and C. elegans as well (71, 72) . In contrast to the budding yeast situation, the association of condensin with chromosomes and the process of chromosome restructuring in the worm occur only after exit from pachytene. Additionally, the non-Smc components of the dosage compensation complex are required for meiotic chromosome segregation (73), but they do not seem to play a role in mitotic chromosome segregation.
Chromosome Condensation and Bacterial DNA Segregation
DNA condensation plays an important role in prokaryotic chromosome segregation as well (74, 75) . Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria usually possess a single SMC protein or a distantly related, although functionally equivalent, protein such as MukB, the active core of the Muk-BEF complex of E. coli. Mutations in smc of B. subtilis or C. crescentus or in mukB of E. coli result in poorly condensed chromosomes that segregate abnormally (76) (77) (78) . The segregation defect caused by the lack of mukB function can be suppressed by increasing the negative superhelical density of the chromosome, implying collaborative roles for plectonemic supercoiling and DNA condensation in promoting bacterial chromosome segregation (79, 80) . In the extrusion-capture model for replication and segregation, the MukB protein may pull a newly replicated duplex poleward by supercoiling it into a more condensed form. The observation that mukB mutants are hypersensitive to inhibitors of gyrase www.annualreviews.org • Faithful Genome Transmission (81) 
Two auxiliary subunits of the SMC complex, ScpA and ScpB, have been discovered in archaea and gram-positive bacteria (82, 83) . ScpA shows similarity to the Scc1 subunit of eukaryotic cohesin (84) , and its binding to the SMC head domains is stabilized by ScpB (85). In B. subtilis, scpA and smc mutations produce nearly identical phenotypes, including highfrequency anucleate cells and chromosome guillotining. The SMC complexes in archaea and bacteria thus share architectural and functional similarities with eukaryotic condensins.
Mechanism of DNA Compaction by Condensin
In vitro experiments have yielded important clues on plausible modes of condensin action, although the precise mechanism of DNA compaction is not fully understood (29, 86) . In the presence of ATP and condensin, DNA knots formed by topoisomerase II are chiral, with exclusively + crossings (Figure 9a) . This result fits a model in which condensin stabilizes global positive writhe in DNA. Recent data using atomic force microscopy suggest a loop fastener mechanism for condensin action (Figure 9b; middle) . Here, the hinge region of the Smc proteins bind to one region of DNA, and in an ATP-dependent opening and closing reaction, the non-Smc subunits clamp the V to enclose a DNA loop. Electron spectroscopic imaging favors an "oriented gyre" (Figure 9b ; right) because two stacked supercoils appear to be captured by a single condensin molecule. A single DNA molecule assay using magnetic tweezers demonstrates highly reversible and dynamic compaction of DNA by condensin I. The reaction requires ATP hydrolysis and may proceed by a looping mechanism.
Stable binding of double-stranded DNA by bacterial Smc dimers involves the engagement of their catalytic head domains through two bound ATP molecules (87, 88) . This DNA association may occur either through an intramolecular "embrace" mechanism or an intermolecular "hand-in-hand" interaction between adjacent Smc dimers (Figure 9c) . The non-SMC subunits ScpA and ScpB may exert either negative or positive regulation on DNA association, depending on whether they stabilize ring closure before or after the DNA has been engaged by the Smc dimer.
Roles for Condensin and Cohesin not Directly Related to Chromosome Segregation
Aside from their critical role in chromosome segregation, condensin and cohesin complexes participate in control of gene expression globally in a chromosome-wide manner, regionally within chromosomal domains, and locally for individual genes (86) . Examples include transcriptional control by the condensin-like dosage compensation complex (see Figure 5 ) during hermaphrodite (XX) development in nematodes, repression of the silent mating cassettes HML and HMR in the budding yeast and regulation of the Drosophila Abd-B gene that specifies body segment identity in the posterior of the fly. Cohesin and related complexes such as the Smc5-Smc6 complex are also crucial for promoting repair of DNA damages (89) (90) (91) . The Smc5p and Smc6p functions are required in the budding yeast for the proper segregation of repeated loci, rDNA, and telomeres. Presumably, they assist resolution of the X-shaped recombination intermediates formed during sister chromatid exchange (92) . The meiotic recombination protein Rad50p, which forms part of the MRX (Mre11p, Rad50p, Xrs2p) doublestrand break repair and telomere maintenance complex in the budding yeast (MRN complex in humans; N = Nbs1), is a structural relative of SMC proteins, displaying the globular ATPase head domains and two coiled-coil Other plausible modes of DNA condensation include a loop fastener mechanism (middle) or a twin-looped oriented gyre mechanism (right). (c) Engagement of the catalytic sites by two bound ATP molecules stabilizes the closed configuration of the bacterial SMC dimer and promotes stable encircling of DNA by the coiled-coil arms. Catalytic site engagement may occur by an intramolecular "embrace" mechanism (left) or an intermolecular "hand-in-hand" mechanism (right).
regions connected by a "zinc-hook" hinge motif (93) .
The condensin and cohesin complexes are more than just chromosome compactors and glue, respectively, devoted to chromosome segregation alone (86) . By combining pairs of SMC or SMC-like proteins with alternative sets of regulatory components, evolution has formulated solutions to multiple problems related to organization, integrity, accessibility, and transmission of genomes.
SEGREGATION OF BACTERIAL PLASMIDS
Depending on copy number, stable propagation of a bacterial plasmid can be accomplished via random segregation or active partitioning. Provided the steady-state copy number is reasonably high, and there is no barrier to free diffusion, random segregation will suffice. The probability of a plasmid-free cell arising at any given cell division will be quite low. Furthermore, control mechanisms operating at the replication level can correct for any deviation from the normal copy number because of unequal segregation. By contrast, unit-copy or low-copy number plasmids must rely on an active partitioning system to avoid missegregation. Certain plasmids also possess an intricate postsegregational killing mechanism to eliminate competition from plasmid-free cells formed as a result of missegregation events. The "addiction module" harbored by such plasmids codes for a long-lived toxin and a short-lived antidote (94) (95) (96) . Cells that lose the plasmid are condemned to death as they inherit the toxin without the benefit of the antidote. Whereas the stable toxins are normally protein moieties, the unstable antidotes may be either proteins or small antisense RNA molecules that prevent translation of the toxin mRNAs.
Partitioning Systems of Low-Copy Plasmids
Unit-copy or low-copy bacterial plasmids such as P1, F, and R1 encode partitioning genes (par) whose protein products act in conjunction with a centromere-like locus to facilitate their faithful segregation (97, 98) . To avoid possible confusion by different nomenclatures used in differing systems, we present a simplified picture of their unifying features in Figure 10a . In general, the par locus specifies two trans-acting proteins encoded within an operon and a cis-acting "centromere-like" element. The polypeptide products of the upstream and downstream par genes are generalized here as ParA and ParB, respectively. The centromere parC (sopC in F, parS in P1, and parC in R1) contains iterons, multiple copies of a sequence element that is characteristic of each individual plasmid. ParA (SopA in F, ParA in P1, and ParM in R1) is an ATPase that can associate with the centromere, usually assisted by its partner ParB (SopB in F, ParB in P1, and ParR in R1). ParB normally binds directly to parC to form a "prepartitioning" complex that then recruits ParA to complete the partitioning complex. The location of parC with respect to the operon is variable. For example, parC may harbor the promoter to the operon or may reside distal to it and downstream of the proteincoding sequences. Some of the par loci are characterized by multiple direct repeats upstream and downstream of the par genes, and the two sets may independently or cooperatively serve the centromere-like function. An extensive search of sequence databases using partitioning ATPases of well-studied plasmid systems has revealed novel organization patterns for plasmid partitioning loci (99) . On the basis of these additional data, plasmid partitioning systems have been divided into five representative classes. Nevertheless, all of these systems reflect variations of a common theme. The ParA ATPases can be divided into two groups, the Walker type and the actin-like ATPases (100, 101). Four of the five partitioning classes (that include P1 and F) harbor ATPases that display Walker A, Walker B, and A motifs, typifying nucleotide-Mg 2+ binding, plus a fourth motif whose function is not known. The ATPases of the other partitioning group (that includes R1) contain ATPbinding motifs characteristic of the actin-like ATPase family. There is strong evidence that the par loci are under strict autoregulation, presumably because the correct stoichiometry of the Par proteins is important for partitioning. The ParA protein of P1 (and SopA of F) can associate with operator sequences in the par promoter region using an N-terminal DNA-binding domain to downregulate transcription; the extent of transcriptional repression is augmented by the ParB (or SopB) protein acting as a corepressor (102) (103) (104) (105) . In the case of F, maximal repression also requires the centromere, suggesting a role for DNA looping in this process (106) . In vitro studies indicate that P1 ParA interacts with the centromere-ParB partition complex in the ATP-associated form and binds to the par promoter more strongly in the ADP-associated form (107) . Thus, the dual function of ParA, as a partitioning agent or as a transcription regulator, appears to be subject to allosteric regulation by the bound form of the nucleotide ligand. In the R1 plasmid, the ParM protein (equivalent to ParA ATPase) does not appear to participate in regulating the par operon, leaving this function entirely to the ParR protein (equivalent to ParB) (108) .
Mechanisms of Plasmid Partitioning
Our current understanding of how the partitioning proteins assist plasmid segregation is primarily phenomenological. In general, the partitioning complex, formed by association of the Par proteins with the centromere, specifies plasmid localization within the bacterial cell and provides an important spatial determinant for proper segregation (99) . The identities of host factors involved in bacterial plasmid segregation have remained elusive. Although the E. coli integration host factor protein promotes the assembly of the P1 partitioning apparatus by increasing the affinity of ParB for its centromere, it is not essential for the partitioning process (109) . The P1 and F plasmids are normally present at the center of a newborn cell and stay there until they are replicated (110, 111) . The duplicated copies then quickly move to the one-fourth and three-fourths cell positions (112) , which mark the midpoints of the future daughter cells. An occasional second round of replication prior to cell division can result in a daughter cell containing two copies of the plasmid. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy has provided a more refined and better resolved perspective of P1 localization and dynamics in live E. coli cells (113) . A focus containing one or more plasmid molecules is captured at the cell center just prior to replication, and foci of nascent plasmid molecules are ejected bidirectionally along the long axis of the cell before cell division (Figure 11a) copies are free to move, associate, and dissociate in the newborn daughter cell before they are captured at the cell center to start a new replication and segregation cycle. At the mid-cell position (or the one-fourth or threefourths positions of a cell about to divide), there does not appear to be a single "partitioning center" to which plasmids harboring distinct partitioning systems are tethered. Pairs of compatible plasmids such as F and RK2 do reside close to each other but are not necessarily colocalized (114) . They also differ in their segregation timings. Although the importance of accurate plasmid localization in association with the partitioning complex for efficient segregation is well documented (111, 115) , the subsequent mechanisms remain obscure.
An analysis of in vivo plasmid topology, along with a related set of cell biological observations, suggests that P1 or F plasmid molecules are physically restrained within the partitioning complex or at their cellular tethering site and may need to be released from this state prior to segregation (105, 115, 116) . ParB/SopB is likely responsible for plasmid pairing or grouping through its association with the centromere sequence; perhaps it is up to ParA/SopA to actively unpair/ungroup the replicated molecules. Consistent with this notion, certain types of mutations in ParA/SopA cause "worse than random" segregation, as if the copy number has been lowered because the plasmids have been "glued" together (117, 118) . Furthermore, as revealed by time-lapse assays, ParB is required for tethering the P1 plasmid focus at mid-cell, whereas the ParA ATPase is essential for the active longitudinal (and bidirectional) ejection of foci after replication (119) .
The most well-understood bacterial plasmid segregation system, with respect to mechanism, is that harbored by the R1 plasmid (120) . The plasmid shows a dynamic pattern of localization within the E. coli cell. Although it is positioned near the cell pole in a newborn cell, it moves to the central position during cell growth (for duplication by the replisome), and the daughter plasmids move back to their pole-proximal location (121) . The foci formed by the ParA ATPase of R1 (the ParM protein) are coincident with the plasmid and show identical dynamics. The actin-like ParM protein can oligomerize into filaments in vivo and in vitro (122) . Filament formation in vitro is dependent on ATP and Mg 2+ , whereas filament disassembly requires ATP hydrolysis. The ParB protein of R1 (ParR) bound to the centromere parC can mediate the pairing of two plasmid molecules in vitro (123) . The ParR-parC complex is essential for ParM polymerization in vivo and for filament formation in vitro at low ParM concentrations. Furthermore, in vivo the plasmids are located at the distal tips of the ParM filament, as it extends from the cell center toward the poles (124) . These findings provide the basis for the R1 segregation pathway described below and illustrated in Figure 11b .
Following duplication of R1, the daughter plasmids are held together at parC by the bound ParR. The ParR-parC complex provides the nucleation site for the polymerization of ParM-ATP. As the filament grows, the plasmids are unpaired and forced apart from each other toward the cell poles. It has been suggested that the plasmid transport is mediated by a bundle of protofilaments, perhaps each one connected to one of the ten ParR-binding sites within parC. The filament pushes the plasmids to their native locations within would-be daughter cells. Depolymerization of the filament at the tail end would release ParM-ADP monomers into the cytoplasm. They have to be recharged by nucleotide exchange for the next round of plasmid segregation in the subsequent cell cycle.
Centromeres and Par Proteins in the Segregation of Bacterial Chromosomes
Partitioning systems of bacterial plasmids are simple in organization yet efficient in function. It is natural to wonder whether bacterial chromosomes also harbor partitioning loci that are functionally similar to their plasmid counterparts. Indeed, almost all of them do with the exception, perhaps, of certain γ-proteobacteria, including E. coli and Haemophilus influenzae (97, 125) the presence or absence of Soj are generally consistent with those expected of a centromere system, origin localization and dynamics are not affected in the absence of Spo0J (8) . However, deletion of the spo0j locus does result in a small but significant fraction of anucleate cells during vegetative growth (127) . The role of the Soj-Spo0J-parS system appears to be rather subtle during mitotic chromosome segregation, whereas it is more prominent during sporulation. Genetic and cytological analyses reveal a partial functional overlap between Soj and the RacA protein in bringing oriC to the DivIVA protein located at the pole of the forespore (128) . The par-system of C. crescentus is constituted by the ParA and ParB proteins together with the origin-proximal ParB-binding sites (parS). The ParAB proteins are not only important in chromosome segregation but also serve a checkpoint-like function in linking chromosome segregation to cell division and/or DNA replication (129, 130) . In other systems that have been investigated, Pseudomonas putida and Streptomyces coelicolor, the Par proteins are required for proper chromosome segregation during sporulation or in cells transitioning from exponential growth to stationary phase (131, 132) . Lack of Par functions appears to have no effect or only modest effects on chromosome segregation during vegetative growth, although overproduction of Par proteins leads to an increased frequency of anucleate cells in P. putida (131, 133) .
Is a partitioning locus truly absent in E. coli, or is there such a novel locus that is yet to be characterized? A recent analysis, based on the assumption that the centromere sequence would be the first to migrate away from the site of replication toward the cell pole, has identified a potential centromere at 89 on the E. coli chromosome, close to oriC at 84 and probably a second one at 79 (134) . Interestingly, a 25-bp sequence migS, located at the putative centromeric region at 89 , serves as a cis-acting element that directs the bipolar positioning of replicated oriCs (135) . Future work will decide whether migS and associated sequences (perhaps) represent an authentic chromosomal centromere and, if so, what the corresponding Par proteins are.
PLASMID SEGREGATION IN YEAST
The 2-micron plasmid, nearly ubiquitously present in Saccharomyces yeast strains, is a multicopy extrachromosomal element that resides in the nucleus and propagates itself stably in host cell populations (136) . The plasmid does not confer any advantage to its host, nor does it impose any obvious disadvantage at its steady-state copy number of 40-60 molecules per cell. The chromosome-like stability of the plasmid (a loss rate of 10 −5 to 10 −4 per cell division) is conferred by the combined action of a plasmid partitioning system and a plasmid amplification system. The former ensures equal or roughly equal distribution of replicated plasmid molecules to daughter cells; the latter corrects any decrease in copy number caused by a rare missegregation event. The partitioning system consists of two plasmidcoded proteins Rep1p and Rep2p and a cisacting partitioning locus STB (Figure 10b) . The amplification system consists of the plasmid-coded Flp site-specific recombinase and a pair of FRT (Flp recombination target) sites present on the plasmid genome in headto-head orientation. Here, we discuss the mechanism of action of the partitioning system, and we outline the amplification process below.
It may seem paradoxical that a plasmid with as high a copy number as 40 to 60 would require a partitioning system. Random segregation should be eminently suitable for plasmid propagation especially because a copy number can be corrected by the amplification system. As it turns out, the plasmid exists as a tightknit cluster of dynamic foci within the yeast nucleus, and these foci stay together throughout the cell cycle (137) . The Rep1 and Rep2 proteins form an integral part of the plasmid cluster by their association with STB. The cluster, which likely includes host proteins as well, is also the entity in segregation (137, 138) , thus reducing the copy number effectively to unity. Hence, the operation of a partitioning system makes sense.
The 2-micron circle partitioning system appears to resemble bacterial plasmid partitioning systems in its general organization in that both consist of two protein components that act in conjunction with a cis-acting centromere-like locus (Figure 10) . However, there are no functional similarities between the two. A number of recent experiments suggest that the Rep/STB system is a clever molecular device to channel components of chromosome segregation toward plasmid partitioning. The plasmid-chromosome connection in segregation has been suspected from observations indicating that the dynamics and segregation kinetics of a fluorescence-tagged reporter plasmid are remarkably similar to those of a similarly tagged chromosome (137) . Furthermore, conditional mutations that affect segregation of chromosomes appear to affect the 2-micron plasmid in quite a similar manner. In the nonpermissive state, the plasmid cluster appears to missegregate in tandem with the bulk of the chromosomes. This comissegregation phenotype is lost when either of the Rep proteins is mutated or the STB locus is removed from the plasmid, thus identifying the partitioning system as the potential agent that couples segregation of the plasmid with that of the chromosomes.
The Cohesin Complex and Yeast Plasmid Partitioning
A breakthrough in elucidating the possible mechanism of 2-micron circle partitioning came with the discovery that the yeast cohesin complex is recruited specifically to the STB locus in a Rep1p-Rep2p-dependent manner (139) . Cohesin associates with the plasmid during S phase in synchrony with chromosomal cohesin-binding sites, and the lifetime of this associated state is the same for the plasmid and the chromosomes. The disassembly of cohesin by Scc1p/Mcd1p cleavage during anaphase is as critical for plasmid segregation as it is for chromosome segregation. When a noncleavable version of Scc1p is overexpressed from an inducible promoter, the replicated plasmids do not split into two separate clusters, just as sister chromatids fail to separate. These findings imply that the cohesin complex plays similar functional roles during chromosome segregation and plasmid segregation. We propose that, concomitant with plasmid replication, cohesin holds sister clusters together until dissolution of the cohesin bridge annuls this union, and they are segregated in a one-to-one fashion (Figure 12) .
The chromatin structure at the STB locus, which is dependent on the RSC2 chromatin remodeling complex, is important in equal plasmid segregation (140) . In an rsc2 yeast strain, the 2-micron plasmid is lost at a high rate. Lack of Rsc2p blocks Rep1p association with STB and consequently cohesin recruitment by the plasmid (141, 142) . Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays suggest that the functional nucleosome organization at STB is reset de novo during each cell cycle between the late G1 phase and early S phase. During this window, the Rep proteins transiently dissociate from STB and reassociate with it shortly afterwards, in time for cohesin recruitment. It is likely that the recycling of the Rep proteins, assembly of the functional chromatin architecture at STB, and the acquisition of cohesin by the plasmid are tightly coordinated with DNA replication.
The Mitotic Spindle Promotes Recruitment of Cohesin by the Yeast Plasmid
The yeast mitotic spindle promotes 2-micron circle segregation in quite an unconventional manner (143) . Normally, the plasmid cluster has a specific nuclear address close to the spindle pole, and preparations of chromosome spreads reveal the presence of the plasmid. It is not clear whether plasmids are directly attached to the chromosomes or are anchored
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Figure 12
Models for segregation of the yeast 2-micron plasmid. (a) In this hitchhiking model, the plasmid cluster is tethered to a chromosome. Cohesin assembly at the STB locus during DNA replication keeps the duplicated clusters paired, facilitating the attachment of the second cluster to the sister chromosome. Following disassembly of cohesin, each of the two segregating sisters carries with it one plasmid cluster. (b) In the chromosome-independent model, plasmid segregation is still dependent on cohesin-mediated pairing and unpairing but takes place without chromosome assistance. The model does not specify how the driving force for plasmid segregation is derived. Recent findings demonstrate that precise nuclear localization of the plasmid and cohesin acquisition by it are dependent on the nuclear spindle. Perhaps the plasmid segregates in a spindle-associated fashion.
in some way to the same subcellular structures as chromosomal domains. When spindle integrity is disrupted by microtubule depolymerizing agents or by specific tubulin mutations, the plasmid cluster becomes less compact and loses its precise nuclear localization. Concomitantly, chromosome spreads fail to display the plasmid, and cohesin assembly at STB does not occur. A role for the mitotic spindle in cohesin acquisition is quite surprising because neither centromeric cohesion nor chromosome arm cohesion is dependent on the spindle. Plasmid molecules replicate normally in the absence of spindle, just as chromosomes do; when the spindle is allowed to reform, cohesin associates with STB. However, this postreplicative association is not effective in plasmid segregation, presumably because replication-dependent one-to-one pairing of sister clusters is a mandatory step in partitioning. Chromosomes, in contrast, having been cohesed in a replication-dependent manner, go on to form bipolar spindle attachment and segregate normally. It is only through spindle disassembly or through mutations of the partitioning system itself that we have been able to uncouple 2-micron circle segregation from chromosome segregation.
Models for Yeast Plasmid Segregation
Two general models under consideration for plasmid segregation in yeast are outlined in Figure 12 . According to the hitchhiking model, the plasmid cluster is tethered to one of the chromosomes, perhaps with the assistance of the Rep proteins bound at STB. DNA replication and cohesin-mediated DNA bridging result in a pair of sister clusters, linked to each other as well as attached to sister chromatids. Subsequent cohesin disassociation will permit the clusters to hitchhike in opposite directions on the sister chromosomes. Stable propagation by attachment to host chromosomes has been demonstrated for bovine papilloma and Epstein-Barr viruses, whose genomes have an episomal existence (144) . In the chromosomeindependent model, cohesin still mediates the one-to-one segregation of the plasmid clusters but without physical linkage between plasmid and chromosome. How the unpaired plasmid clusters move away from each other is not specified in the model. Perhaps this movement occurs in association with the spindle or with a subnuclear entity that is partitioned evenly between daughter cells.
In both bacterial plasmids and the yeast plasmid, precise cellular localization mediated through their respective partitioning systems appears to be an important spatial determinant for proper segregation. Positioning of the 2-micron circle is critically dependent on the integrity of the mitotic spindle. The role of host factors in specifying the locations of bacterial plasmids is not understood. Subsequent events in partitioning are quite different for the bacterial and yeast plasmid systems. As suggested by the example of the R1 plasmid, the par system appears to be functionally autonomous and mediates segregation apparently independently of the chromosome segregation machinery. The yeast plasmid, by contrast, utilizes its partitioning system to gain access to the highly efficient pathway that faithfully segregates the chromosomes of its host.
THE CYTOSKELETON, DYNAMIC PROTEIN RINGS, COILS, AND OSCILLATORS IN BACTERIAL CELL DIVISION AND CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION
The participation of cytoskeletal structures, such as a dynamic scaffolding to regulate cell shape and movement, chromosome segregation, and cell division (once thought to be an exclusive feature of the eukaryotic cell), has been unveiled in bacteria as well. All three signature elements of the eukaryotic cytoskeleton, actin, tubulin, and intermediate filaments, play important roles in cellular organization and dynamics in bacteria (145) . The actin-like Mre/Mbl proteins form extended continuously moving helical filaments (which are well suited for transporting cellular components and structures and, perhaps, for promoting chromosome segregation) underneath the cell membrane. Targeted and programmed inactivation of MreB in Caulobacter specifically affects the poleward migration of oriC, with no effect on DNA replication per se or the segregation of the remainder of the chromosome (146) . The role of the ParM helical filament in the segregation of the R1 plasmid was discussed above. The ring structure formed by the tubulinlike FtsZ protein to mark the bacterial division site (whose assembly and disassembly is regulated by the collaborative action of several proteins) may itself be a helix with a highly compressed pitch (147) . The location of the ring is specified through a dualprotein (MinC-MinD) harmonic oscillator, set up by the MinCDE system, that sweeps from cell pole to cell pole in a helical wave (148; J. Lutkenhaus, unpublished results). Similarly, oscillations by partitioning ATPases may help localize plasmids or chromosomal replication origins within bacterial cells (124) . Rod-shaped bacteria appear to have evolved a system of molecular spirals and oscillators for maintaining cell shape, mediating cell growth, and specifying important cellular landmarks.
TOPOISOMERASES, SITE-SPECIFIC RECOMBINASES AND DNA TRANSLOCASES: FAITHFUL CHROMOSOME SEGREGATION AND GENOME MAINTENANCE
Topoisomerases are indispensable in overcoming the topological barriers to replication and in completely undoing the inevitable catenane linkages between daughter duplexes. In E. coli, DNA gyrase is primarily responsible for removing positive supercoils ahead of the fork, whereas topo IV, a type II topoisomerase, almost exclusively resolves precatenane and catenane links between nascent duplexes (3, 149) . Topo III, a type I topoisomerase, may also contribute to precatenane resolution by acting at the single-stranded DNA present at the replication fork (150).
Figure 13
Site-specific recombination promotes genome segregation or copy-number maintenance. (a) In E. coli, resolution of a chromosome dimer resulting from homologous recombination is mediated by the XerC/XerD site-specific recombinase. Coordination of recombination and cell division is mediated through the FtsK motor protein that localizes at the division septum and also activates the XerD subunit of the recombinase. (b) Copy-number amplification of the 2-micron yeast plasmid is triggered by a replication-coupled recombination event mediated by the Flp site-specific recombinase. During bidirectional replication, the origin-proximal Flp recombination target site 2 (FRT2) is duplicated before the distal FRT1. Recombination between one of the duplicated sites and the unduplicated site inverts the direction of one of the replication forks and triggers the amplification process.
Whereas decatenation is critical in the segregation of both circular and linear chromosomes, circularity further complicates matters for a unit copy genome. A single crossover or an odd number of crossovers during homologous recombination will result in a chromosome dimer that has to be resolved into monomers (Figure 13a) . This reaction is mediated in E. coli by a tyrosine family sitespecific recombinase XerC/XerD, and by its relatives in other bacteria (151) . The location of the recombination target site dif near the replication terminus on the E. coli chromosome helps coordinate the recombination event with the act of cell division. A central player in this regulation is FtsK, a DNA-translocating ATPase that localizes to the division septum (11, 12, 152, 153) . There are multiple roles for FtsK in bacterial chromosome segregation (152, 154) : restraining terC regions of chromosome dimers at the mid-cell position, promoting synapsis of dif sites by XerC/XerD, recruiting topo IV and XerC/XerD to the division septum, activating decatenation and chromosome dimer resolution, and clearing DNA away from the constricting septum.
Site-specific recombination serves a different purpose for the yeast plasmid in the context of genome maintenance, namely, copy-number amplification. The highly asymmetric location of the plasmid replication origin with respect to the head-to-head FRT sites is a clever design for increasing copy number without violating the ban on more than one replication initiation event per cell cycle. As suggested by Futcher (155) , an appropriately timed recombination reaction during bidirectional plasmid replication can invert one of the forks with respect to the other (Figure 13b) . The two unidirectional forks chasing each other around the circular template will give rise to an amplicon comprised of multiple tandem copies of the plasmid. A second recombination event may terminate amplification by restoring bidirectionality to the forks. Individual copies of the plasmid can be resolved from the amplicon by homologous recombination or by Flp-mediated site-specific recombination.
The actions of XerC/XerD and Flp, both tyrosine recombinases, have starkly different physiological consequences. The former neutralizes the threat posed by homologous recombination to equal chromosome segregation; the latter negates potential erosion in plasmid copy number caused by missegregation. Thus, two related recombination systems contribute to genome maintenance and integrity via chemically similar yet biologically distinct pathways.
ADDENDUM
We have listed below some of the features of plasmid and chromosome segregation that have come to light or been brought to our notice since submission of this chapter.
1. There have been new revelations on the role of ParA ATPases in proper positioning and segregation of bacterial plasmids (and perhaps chromosomes as well). Partitioning mechanisms based on dynamic protein filaments, first demonstrated for the R1 plasmid, appear to be more widespread. The partitioning ATPase SopA of the F plasmid polymerizes into filaments in vitro in an ATP-dependent manner and elongates at a rate consistent with plasmid separation in vivo (156) . Furthermore, SopA undergoes cycles of polymerization/depolymerization inside the cell and shuttles back and forth between nucleoprotein complexes consisting of SopB associated with the plasmid partitioning locus sopC. Dynamic polymerization of SopA is likely the driving force for F plasmid separation. 2. Although the mechanism by which oscillations of filament forming ATPases mediate plasmid segregation is unknown, a simple model based on the outward force exerted by ParM filaments on the R plasmid has been posited (157) . The assumption is that the ATPase oscillation occurs over the distance of the nucleoid, whose borders provide toeholds for the oscillating protein. According to the model, the force exerted on a single plasmid focus over an oscillation cycle will localize it to the center of the cell. Under the same force, two plasmid foci will be dispatched to quarter cell positions. 3. The structure of the partitioning protein ParB of plasmid P1 has been solved (158) . The rotational freedom of the DNA binding helix-turn-helix modules of ParB about a flexible linker explains how the protein recognizes the A and B boxes despite their complex arrangements within a sharply bent parS locus. 4. It has been brought to our attention (J. Pogliano, personal communication) that the model for P1 plasmid segregation described here (113) templates following their duplication (160). 6. Further evidence has been provided in support of the notion that the cohesin complex topologically entraps sister chromatids by forming a ring around them (161) . Circular minichromosomes isolated from yeast nuclei retain some tightly bound cohesin, and the association between DNA and protein can be relieved by cleavage of either a cohesin component by a protease or the minichromosome by a restriction enzyme.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Within the bacterial nucleoid, chromosome replication is subjected to strict spatial and temporal controls. In C. crescentus, chromosomal loci display a remarkably ordered organization. The directed movement of daughter duplexes as they are formed, likely coupled with DNA compaction, recreates the original chromosome order in newborn cells.
2. Eukaryotic chromosome segregation is facilitated by two architecturally similar protein assemblies, the cohesin and condensin complexes. Cohesin is central to a sister chromatid pairing and unpairing mechanism that retains replication memory, distinguishes chromosome sisters from homologues, and accommodates equational or reductional modes of segregation. Condensin promotes ordered intramolecular compaction of DNA and prevents chromosome entanglement during segregation.
3. Single-copy or low-copy bacterial plasmids harbor partitioning proteins and partitioning loci that function collaboratively to impose spatial and temporal controls, which ensure efficient and faithful plasmid segregation.
4. The multicopy yeast plasmid, because of its clustered organization, is effectively a single-copy entity in segregation. The Rep-STB partitioning system promotes a oneto-one segregation of duplicated plasmid clusters via the cohesion-mediated pairing and unpairing strategy, which is analogous to that utilized by the yeast chromosomes.
5. Cytoskeletal structures play a central role in prokaryotic genome segregation, as illustrated by the importance of the FtsZ ring in specifying the bacterial cell division septum, the ParM filament in R1 plasmid partitioning, and the MreB filament in Caulobacter chromosome segregation.
6. DNA topoisomerases, translocases, and site-specific recombinases contribute to genome segregation and integrity by promoting topological unlinking, chromosome dimer resolution, and copy-number maintenance.
